NJ CERT AGENDA

0730  CERT Workshop Registration (Must Pre-register) and Lite Breakfast (Courtesy NJOEM)
0800  Opening Remarks/Group Photo

0830 - 1030 Training Begins. Choose ONE of the following (Must Pre-register)
  • Stop the Bleed
  • ICS Forms and EOC Integration
  • Disability Awareness/Adaptive Equipment Demo

10-minute break

1040 - 1150 Round Table Discussion or Hands on Challenge (All Participants)
          Lunch (Courtesy NJOEM)

10-minute break

1200 - 1600 Afternoon Training Session Begins. Choose ONE of the following (Must Pre-register)
  ▪ Salvation Army ServSafe Food Handling
  ▪ Intro to HAM Radio AND Sheltering TTX
  ▪ Hands on Stations
     Including: Triage, Cribbing, Lifting and Moving, Patient Packaging, Fire Extinguisher

This is a preliminary agenda and is subject to change.